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For the past decade, our understanding of the plant purine uptake permease (PUP)
transporter family was primarily oriented on purine nucleobase substrates and their
tissue-specific expression patterns in Arabidopsis. However, a tobacco PUP-like homolog
demonstrating nicotine uptake permease activity was recently shown to affect both nico-
tine metabolism and root cell growth.These new findings expand the physiological role for
PUP-like transporters to include plant secondary metabolism. Molecular evolution anal-
yses of PUP-like transporters indicate they are distinct group within an ancient super
family of drug and metabolite transporters (DMTs). The PUP-like family originated dur-
ing terrestrial plant evolution sometime between the bryophytes and the lycophytes. A
phylogenetic analysis indicates that the PUP-like transporters were likely derived from a
pre-existing nucleotide-sugar transporter family within the DMT super family. Within the
lycophyte Selaginella, there are three paralogous groups of PUP-like transporters. One of
the three PUP-like paralogous groups showed an extensive pattern of gene duplication and
diversification within the angiosperm lineage, whereas the more ancestral PUP-like paralo-
gous groups did not. Biochemical characterization of four closely related PUP-like paralogs
together with model-based phylogenetic analyses indicate both subfunctionalization and
neofunctionalization during the molecular evolution of angiosperm PUP-like transporters.
These findings suggest that members of the PUP-like family of DMT transporters are likely
involved in diverse primary and secondary plant metabolic pathways.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this mini review is to integrate recent molecu-
lar and phylogenetic findings about a tobacco nicotine uptake
permease (NUP) with prior knowledge about the closely related
plant-specific purine uptake permease (PUP) transporter fam-
ily. The founding member of the PUP-like transporter family
was Arabidopsis thaliana PUP1 (AtPUP1) that was identified
in a cDNA complementation screen of a yeast adenine uptake
mutant (Gillissen et al., 2000). Yeast expressing the AtPUP1 cDNA
show high affinity adenine uptake activity that is abrogated by
protonophore-inhibitors, indicating a proton-facilitated substrate
symport mechanism. This adenine uptake activity is also effi-
ciently competed by structurally-related purine ring-containing
cytokinins and caffeine. Nicotine also reduces AtPUP1-mediated
adenine uptake rates, though considerably less efficiently than the
above purine compounds.

In Arabidopsis, the PUP-like genes comprise a moderate size
gene family. There are 21 PUP-like genes in Arabidopsis, including
one pseudogene. PUP-like transporters typically have 10 predicted
transmembrane spanning domains. To date, only three Arabidop-
sis PUP-like genes have been the focus of detailed studies into
expression profiles and substrate specificity (Gillissen et al., 2000;
Burkle et al., 2003). This limited characterization of the Ara-
bidopsis PUP-like transporter family nevertheless demonstrates
evolutionary patterns of both subfunctionalization and neofunc-
tionalization. In a parsimony phylogenetic analysis comprised

of only Arabidopsis PUP-like proteins, AtPUP1 and AtPUP2
showed closest sequence identity (64%) and phylogenetic associ-
ation to each other, than to any other AtPUP transporter. Both
AtPUP1 and AtPUP2 transport adenine and cytokinins, albeit
with different kinetics. AtPUP1 gene expression localizes to leaf
hydathode tissue (specifically epithem cells) and the stigmatic
surface, whereas AtPUP2 localizes to vascular tissue, specifically
to the phloem. Therefore, AtPUP1 and AtPUP2 have diversi-
fied in terms of tissue specificity, but not in terms of ligand
specificity. Thus, AtPUP1 and AtPUP2 display a pattern of sub-
functionalization (Force et al., 1999). In contrast, AtPUP3 is
more distantly related to AtPUP1 (29% protein identity) and
AtPUP3 gene expression is restricted to pollen. Heterologously
expressed recombinant AtPUP3 does not transport adenine dur-
ing the same conditions as AtPUP1 and AtPUP2. AtPUP3 is
presumed to transport another, as yet to be determined, sub-
strate into pollen cells. Thus, in terms of both cell type-specific
expression and substrate recognition, AtPUP3 exhibits patterns
of neofunctionalization relative to AtPUP1 and AtPUP2. AtPUP1
is presumed to be involved in purine and/or cytokinin uptake
during leaf guttation and at the stigma, whereas AtPUP2 is pos-
tulated to be involved with uptake of these substrates into the
phloem. These predicted physiological roles await confirmation
using plants with altered AtPUP1 or AtPUP2 expression levels.
Given these patterns of both subfunctionalization and neofunc-
tionalization, together with the relatively low degree of sequenced
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identity between these Arabidopsis transporters, ranging from 16%
to 64% identity, it is likely that other PUP-like transporters recog-
nize different substrates involved in either primary or secondary
metabolism.

A PUP-LIKE TRANSPORTER NUP1 AFFECTS PYRIDINE
ALKALOID METABOLISM AND PHYSIOLOGY
The physiological impact of PUP-like transporters was recently
expanded to include plant secondary metabolism. Transcriptional
profiling of a tobacco mutant affecting total alkaloid accumulation
levels and nicotine biosynthetic gene expression levels identified
transcripts in roots that are coordinately regulated with several
nicotine biosynthetic genes (Kidd et al., 2006). One such cDNA
fragment encodes a predicted peptide with 56% identity and 67%
similarity to AtPUP1. The corresponding full-length Nicotiana
tabacum cDNA encodes a protein with nicotine uptake perme-
ase activity, called NUP1 (Hildreth et al., 2011). In contrast to
AtPUP1, NUP1-mediated nicotine uptake activity is not efficiently
competed by either purines or cytokinins, neither it is inhibited
by closely-related pyridine alkaloids nor less-related tropane alka-
loids. Therefore, NUP1 shows a high degree of substrate specificity
for nicotine and is not an ortholog of AtPUP1. A NUP1–GFP
fusion localizes primarily to the tobacco plasma membrane, sug-
gesting NUP1 transports apoplastic nicotine into the cytoplasm.
Steady state NUP1 mRNA levels accumulate to highest levels
at root tips, where nicotine biosynthesis is localized (Dawson,
1942a,b; Baldwin, 1988).

The association of NUP1 with nicotine metabolism was con-
firmed using tobacco lines with reduced steady state NUP1 mRNA
levels. Transgenic NUP1-RNAi tobacco plants have reduced foliar
nicotine levels (Hildreth et al., 2011). However, the lower foliar
nicotine accumulation levels are not due to altered nicotine trans-
port from roots to shoots per se, because NUP1-RNAi plants
are not compromised in their ability to proportionally transport
exogenous nicotine fed to roots into leaves. Rather, less foliar nico-
tine is correlated with lower nicotine levels in the roots. During
non-induced conditions NUP1-RNAi hairy root lines have lower
nicotine levels in the hairy roots. Thus, reduced NUP1 transcript
levels correlate with significant reductions in nicotine accumula-
tion levels in leaves, roots, and hairy roots. During non-inducing
culture conditions the NUP1-RNAi hairy root cultures showed
significantly more nicotine accumulation in the spent culture
media, compared to wild type. It was not determined whether the
increased nicotine in the culture media of NUP1-RNAi lines was
due to nicotine released from the open xylem vessels at the ends of
the hairy roots, nicotine release from the root epidermis, or dimin-
ished nicotine re-uptake from the rhizosphere. While there were
consistent patterns of decreased nicotine accumulation levels in
NUP1-RNAi roots, during several conditions examined there was
an overall poor correlation of reduced nicotine levels with cor-
responding reductions the steady state transcript levels of several
essential nicotine biosynthetic genes. Thus, while NUP1 expres-
sion levels clearly affect overall nicotine metabolism, the molecular
mechanism by which NUP1 affects nicotine accumulation levels
is currently poorly understood.

Nicotine biosynthesis is one of a few plant specialized metabolic
pathways that are integrated with ongoing root growth. On one

hand, root growth is essential for net nicotine accumulation
levels (Solt, 1957; Baldwin, 1988). On the other hand, tobacco
roots are not immune to the toxic effects of either exoge-
nous nicotine treatment (Baldwin and Callahan, 1993; Baldwin
and Ohnmeiss, 1994; Shoji et al., 2009) or the stimulation of
endogenous nicotine biosynthesis (Hildreth et al., 2011). Both
conditions result in reduced wild type root growth. This indi-
cates there are complex interactions between root growth and
nicotine metabolism/accumulation that could have homeostatic
properties. Another interesting phenotype of NUP1-RNAi lines
is they exhibit increased seedling root elongation rates during
both control conditions and several treatments that increase over-
all nicotine accumulation levels. This latter result highlights the
current lack of knowledge in the field about the molecular mech-
anisms of how nicotine accumulation levels are coordinated with
root growth. Therefore, it is noteworthy that NUP1 is the first
molecular component demonstrated to affect both root growth
and nicotine metabolism.

NUP1 may also have implications in nicotine physiology far
beyond the root tip. Whole plant nicotine levels are held at allo-
metric set points relative to total nicotine-free plant biomass
(Ohnmeiss and Baldwin, 1994; Baldwin and Karb, 1995). How
allometric control of whole plant nicotine levels is enforced, when
the site of nicotine biosynthesis is restricted to growing root tips
yet most nicotine is unequally distributed throughout the plant, is
currently an enigma. Clearly, simple models of metabolic control
based upon homeostatic apoplastic nicotine levels cannot account
for the observed whole plant nicotine allometry. Perhaps allomet-
ric control of nicotine biosynthesis is enforced by the integration
of nicotine biosynthesis with root tip growth. An appealing aspect
of this model for whole plant nicotine allometric control is that
growing root tips are a classic sink tissue whose growth is a func-
tion of shoot primary productivity that in turn is scaled to shoot
biomass. If this is the case, NUP1 has several properties that
make it a good candidate for participation in whole plant nico-
tine allometric set points. NUP1 presumably transports apoplastic
nicotine into cells near the root tip, reduced NUP1 expression
levels results in reduced root nicotine accumulation levels, and
concomitant increased root elongation rates. The remainder of
this article will focus on the molecular evolution of the PUP-like
transporter family.

PUP-LIKE TRANSPORTERS ORIGINATED EARLY DURING
TERRESTRIAL PLANT EVOLUTION, POSSIBLY FROM A
DMT UDP-SUGAR TRANSPORTER FAMILY
Two previous molecular evolution studies indicated that PUP-like
homologs were restricted to plant taxa (Gillissen et al., 2000; Hil-
dreth et al., 2011). Another study, based upon reciprocal BLASTP
searches, assigned the PUP transporters to an ancient drug and
metabolite transporter (DMT) super family (Jack et al., 2001).
The plant PUP-like transporters comprise a distinct family within
the DMT super family named the plant organocation perme-
ase (POP) family and were given the transporter classification
(TC) code designation 2.A.7.14. A NUP1 BLAST query on the
NCBI Conserved Domain Database (CDD) identified a conserved
pfam 03151 domain (BLASTP expectation value = 7.1 e−28).
On CDD the pfam 03151 domain is associated with the EamA
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super family, citing Jack et al. (2001) as the primary reference for
the EamA super family, despite the said article does not use the
EamA nomenclature. This highlights the considerable diversity
in nomenclature associated with PUP-like transporters, both in
the literature and promulgated in electronic databases. Hence-
forth, this mini review will use both the International Union of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology-approved TC coding (Jack
et al., 2001; Saier Jr. et al., 2009) and the PUP terminology to
discuss the molecular evolution of the PUP/2.A.7.14 family of
transporters.

Published PUP and NUP similarity searches and phyloge-
nies are consistent with the PUP/2.A.7.14 family originating
in terrestrial plants after the bryophytes (Gillissen et al., 2000;
Hildreth et al., 2011). However, it is improbable that a pro-
genitor PUP/2.A.7.14 transporter formed entirely de novo in
plants. Rather, it is more likely that it was derived from a
different DMT family pre-existing in the plantae. Jack et al.
(2001) used the program GAP (Devereux et al., 1984) to assign
binary affinity of PUP/2.A.7.14 family to the DMT 2.A.7.3
family of prokaryotic DMT transporters. This binary associ-
ation barely met the minimum GAP score SD value cutoff
of 9, and this purported association has not been indepen-
dently corroborated by phylogenetic analyses. Since a BLASTP
e-value cutoff of e−4 identified only plant PUP/2.A.7.14 homologs
(Hildreth et al., 2011), a new PUP/2.A.7.14 phylogenetic anal-
ysis was performed that used the transitive nature of pro-
tein homology sensu stricto to identify distantly related DMT
homologs. Briefly, three PUP-like homologs representing three
well-supported clades in Selaginella were used as queries in the
SSEARCH program on a local NCBI RefSeq database. Pro-
teins returned by at least two searches established homology,
regardless of expectation value. A total of 185 proteins meet-
ing this criterion were aligned and subjected to four inde-
pendent Bayesian runs. The resulting joint Bayesian phylogeny
is displayed in Figure 1. Again, no PUP/2.A.7.14 homologs
were identified in bryophyte or algal taxa, further supporting
the hypothesis that the PUP/2.A.7.14 family originated dur-
ing terrestrial plant evolution. Plant PUP/2.A.7.14 transporters
formed a well-supported monophyletic group (posterior proba-
bility equal to 1.0). Because this phylogeny contained eukaryotic
taxa other than plants, it effectively rooted the monophyletic
PUP/2.A.7.14 clade and established PUP/2.A.7.14 paralogous rela-
tionships within the plantae. The most basal plant PUP/2.A.7.14
clade included both Selaginella and angiosperm homologs and
may represent the earliest PUP/2.A.7.14 orthologous group.
The large PUP/2.A.7.14 clade was rooted within a tritomy of
other eukaryotic DMT transporters, which precludes establishing
the relative branch order. Nevertheless, 78% of these eukary-
otic DMT transporters were most similar to 2.A.7.12 family
members that are presumed to transport nucleotide–sugar con-
jugates. The next more basal eukaryotic clade was likewise
comprised of 2.A.7.12 family members and it also defined the
bacteria – eukaryotic split with strong Bayesian support. Eighty-
six percent of the prokaryotic DMT transporters belonged to
the 2.A.7.3 family. This is the same family identified in the
binary association analysis reported in the initial characteriza-
tion of the DMT super family (Jack et al., 2001). Given the

abundance of 2.A.7.12 family members in both the basal and
sister groups to the monophyletic plant PUP/2.A.7.14 trans-
porters, it is likely that the PUP/2.A.7.14 family arose from
a pre-existing 2.A.7.12 family of nucleotide-sugar transporters
sometime after the bryophytes, and was well established by the
lycophytes.

There is asymmetry in the pattern of PUP/2.A.7.14 trans-
porter evolution within the plantae. Of the three paralogous
PUP/2.A.7.14 groups in Selaginella: one group is restricted only
to Selaginella, one group has just one or two homologs in
diverse taxa, whereas the third paralogous group comprises a
sister group to an extensive pattern of gene duplication dur-
ing angiosperm evolution. The widespread diversification of the
PUP/2.A.7.14 gene family in the angiosperms likely promoted
increased complexity in both plant development and plant chem-
ical diversity. It follows that the phylogenetically more derived
homologs may be involved with correspondingly more derived
plant traits/characters. Consistent with this idea, the phyloge-
netically more derived AtPUP1, AtPUP2, APUP3 transporters
show a pattern of subfunctionalization with respect to their
restricted cell-type expression patterns in Arabidopsis, whereas
AtPUP3 also shows neofunctionalization in substrate specificity.
Similarly, tobacco NUP1 shows neofunctionalization with respect
to both tissue localization and substrate specificity. These evo-
lutionary patterns suggests that PUP/2.A.7.14 transporters were
important for the evolution of highly specialized plant tis-
sue/cell types. Assuming the patterns of subfunctionalization
and neofunctionalization observed with these four characterized
PUP/2.A.7.14 members are typical for this transporter family, then
the other phylogenetically highly-derived PUP/2.A.7.14 family
members shown in Figure 1 are expected to show consider-
able diversity in both tissue-specific expression and/or ligand
specificity/selectivity.

The discovery that NUP1 affects pyridine alkaloid metabolism
has implications for other plant alkaloid biosynthetic path-
ways. Both tropane and monoterpenoid indole alkaloid (MIA)
biosynthetic pathways are cell non-autonomous processes, in
which specific biosynthetic enzymes are expressed in non-
adjacent specialized cell types (reviewed in Ziegler and Fac-
chini, 2008). This means that alkaloid intermediates must be
transported both out of and into dispersed cells. Despite the
recognized importance of these inferred transport processes
during tropane and MIA biosynthesis, specific transporters
mediating these processes are a conspicuous gap in current
knowledge. While it is currently uncertain if nicotine biosyn-
thesis is a cell autonomous process, NUP1 nevertheless provides
an important precedent that a member of the PUP/2.A.7.14
transporter family can impact the metabolism of at least one
plant alkaloid. This may have important implications for the
biosynthesis other plant alkaloids for which intercellular trans-
port of alkaloid intermediates is believed to be an essential
process.

OUTLOOK FOR PUP-LIKE TRANSPORTER RESEARCH
The discovery that NUP1 is involved in secondary metabolism
significantly broadens the scope of the under-investigated
PUP/2.A.7.14 family of DMT transporters. The molecular
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FIGURE 1 | Plant PUP-like transporters are closely related to the DMT

2.A.7.12 family of nucleotide-sugar transporters. Bayesian phylogram of
DMT homologs related to the PUP/2.A.7.14 family. Taxonomic coding was as
follows: black, bacteria; pink, archaea; red, diverse eukaryota; green, plantae;
and blue, fungi. Orange indicates three Selaginella homolog queries used in
SSEARCH. Arabidopsis and tobacco PUP-like transporters were labeled by
their published protein names, whereas other PUP-like homologs were
identified by a three letter abbreviated Genus_species_serial
number|GenBank accession|TC code. TC codes were assigned to each
transporter based upon the TC code of the optimal BLASTP homolog
identified at http://www.tcdb.org. Biochemically characterized PUP-like
transporters were highlighted in gray. The tree was rooted on the node
separating prokaryotes from eukaryotes. Methods: Homology
was defined by three Selaginella query sequences (orange) using
SSEARCH (Pearson, 1996) with the BLOSUM 50 matrix on a local copy

of the NCBI RefSeq database. Proteins identified in any two of the three
queries defined homology sensu stricto. These were combined into a
non-redundant dataset that was aligned using MAFFT (Katoh et al., 2005)
and analyzed using MrBayes ver. 3.1.2 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003)
implementing a LG + G + F model (determined by ProtTest; Darriba et al.,
2011) with four independent runs each with eight heated chains (temp 0.1)
for 10 million generations, and a 2.5 million generation burn-in.
Convergence diagnostics were evaluated using Tracer (Rambaut and
Drummond, 2003). Skyline plots of all parameters showed stable distributions
of posterior parameter estimates. The effective sample sizes (ESS) of the
LnL values ranged from 837 to 948, and the ESS values for the TL
parameter ranged from 450 to 626. Therefore, the four runs did not show
evidence of non-convergence, so a joint analysis was performed. The
resulting consensus tree was displayed and annotated using Figtree
(Rambaut, 2009).
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evolution of the PUP/2.A.7.14 family in angiosperms com-
bined with the narrow substrate specificity/selectivity profiles
of the few biochemically characterized homologs support the
hypothesis that other PUP-like transporters are likely involved
in other highly specialized metabolic pathways. Characteriza-
tion of additional PUP/2.A.7.14 homologs will be required to
determine if this hypothesis is well-supported or not. Toward
that end, there are many PUP/2.A.7.14 transporters that await
investigation.
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